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 Our Grass Valley EDIUS Pro 6.5 Editing System is a professional-grade editing platform that enables film and video editors to
perform real-time editing. It is designed specifically for feature films, episodic television, online videos, commercial

productions and more. EDIUS Pro 6.5 includes the latest cutting features, tools and enhancements that give you the power to
create high-quality videos with more ease than ever before. EDIUS Pro 6.5 is also optimized for Mac OS X Lion. In addition, it
supports all major video codecs such as h.264, MPEG-4, VC-1 and others to ensure that you can edit on all platforms. * Save

time, reduce costly re-edits and improve continuity with the powerful, real-time editing system that will guide you through post-
production and make you a more effective editor. With the optional Grass Valley DVDX Edit Server, you can take advantage of
multi-track recording and offline editing on your PC. * Track multiple video, audio and other media elements in real time. Edit
video clips with a video timeline or create VTR-style multicam clips with various image sources. * Efficient multicam editing.
Use the drag and drop editor to quickly select, insert, position and trim multicam clips. * Work with layers of clips or scenes on
a background track. * Real-time cropping. Cut out objects from your clips or create a new background track without affecting
the existing clips. * Linear and radial keyframe editing. Edit a keyframe or clips in radial keyframe editing mode to change a

range of clips or frames at one time, keeping the same shot, scene or effects. * Quickly change color grades and exposure in real-
time. * In real time, use the Pixel Fusion technology for pixel-based transitions. * Nonlinear editing with the easy-to-use Pixel

Fusion technology. Create complex cross-fades and dissolves in the nonlinear timeline using a combination of Linear and Radial
keyframe editing. * Real-time focus puller. Drag the mouse over any part of the picture to automatically set the focus in real-

time. * Synchronize audio and video files in real time. Record your audio in sync with your video. * Edit all of your media using
the Windows timeline with the Clipboard. * Edit and render to multiple formats in real time. Edit a scene and export it as an

AVI to the video editing software of your choice. Export in HD, VGA, Q 82157476af
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